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Canonical + comments
Inviato da manuxx - 04/05/2011 09:39
_____________________________________

Hola, I just downloaded your component.

I don't understand the &quot;canonical&quot; tab and &quot;comments&quot; tab, theres no information
on your Guide about it.

For what I read in google if I have several urls pointing to same direction the &quot;canonical&quot; tab
will tell google the correct url to point at but how I write it in your component.

www.comenaranjas.com/variedades.html

or just:

variedades.html

Don't know if im using your component correctly, google webmaster tools says that
&quot;variedades&quot; page still has duplicated metatags and that is using the global metatags from
the site.

Thanks

============================================================================

Re: Canonical + comments
Inviato da admin - 04/05/2011 11:49
_____________________________________

Hi,

I'm working on a new version of tutorial, but unfortunately I get some personal problems in these days
and I'm (very) late.

Meanwhile, about your question. The comment is just a sentence you can associate to an item as a kind
of memo (I mean, there's no SEO implication).
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The canonical, instead, can be much important (as you read on Google). It allows you to set the rel
canonical on any page that match with the item. You can read on Google's guide how to use it correctly.

Le me know if you need more help.

Luigi

============================================================================

Re: Canonical + comments
Inviato da manuxx - 08/05/2011 10:17
_____________________________________

Hola Luigi 

Thanks for answer, I'm getting a bit mad with setting metatags correctly. Google webmaster tools show
me that my section: www.comenaranjas.com/variedades.html  is using the global metatags so that
metatags are repetaded from the initial page, however the code inside shows the metatags I wrote on
your component.

About the canonical after reading I though I had set them correctly but seems like I haven't as seo
analysis doesnt show that I have any canonical links set up correctly.
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  Naranjas | Mandarinas | Mixta de naranjas y mandarinas | Mixta de zumo y mesa

  

As you can see in the code it appears.

Theres something weird going on in my website, I changed the title of the site some days ago and It still
appears and old title in google.

Thanks

============================================================================

Re: Canonical + comments
Inviato da admin - 09/05/2011 09:18
_____________________________________

Hi,

please consider that Google takes some times to refresh its info. How many times depend on the refresh
frequency. In your webmaster tools you should see the last scan time. If this is older then your changes,
you just need to wait...

Best regards,

Luigi

============================================================================
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